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QUESTION 1

For what purpose would you use the entity object attribute setting Change lndicator?(Choose the best answer.) 

A. to highlight the attribute in the Ul with a border when the original attribute value has been changed 

B. to fire an entity object custom method as soon as the original attribute value has been changed 

C. to automatically lock the corresponding record in the database 

D. to automatically refresh the attribute value if the underlying data in the database is changed by another user 

E. to define an attribute that the framework uses to check whether the update is about to happen on underlying stale
data in the database 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

View the Exhibit 

Which two modifications would you make in the task flow so that RegisterRouter displays the appropriate page
depending on the user type and subsequently displays the confirmation page? (Choose two.) 

A. Define the isCustomer outcome in RegisterRouter 

B. Create a global control flow rule pointing to CustomerPage 

C. Create a control flow rule from EmployeePaqe to Confirmation 

D. Change the default activity from Register to RegisterRouter. 

E. Set the isEmployee outcome to #{FALSE}. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 3

You have two entities, ItemEO and ProductEO. ItemEO contains the Orderld, ttemld, Productld, Price, and Quantity
attributes. ProductEO contains the Id, ProductName, and ListPrice attributes You need to return rows as shown in the
table Orderld 

Itemld Productld ProductName 

34321 

Ski hat 100? 38997 Downhill ski poles 

30315 

Swim goggles 31876 Baseball mitt How would you create a view object to encapsulate these rows? (Choose the best
answer) 

A. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and add ProductEO as a reference entity. 

B. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and modify the generated query to include SELECT ProductEO
NAME. ProductEOJD, FROM S_PRODUCT ProductEO. 

C. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and modify the WHERE clause to include ItemEO PRODUCTJD =
ProductEO ID 

D. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and create a view criteria to add ttemEO PRODUCTJD - :productld.
Define productld as a bind variable to be passed in by the Ul 

E. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and change the query mode to Expert Define the query as SELECT
Item ORDJD, Item ITEMJD, Item.PRODUCTJD, Product.NAME, FROM SJTEM Item JOIN S_PRODUCT Product ON
ltem.PRODUCT_ID=Productld. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about the role of bindings within the ADF Model layer of ADF? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The binding is a Java API for reading and writing data directly between ADF Business Components and ADF Faces. 

B. There is a one-to-one mapping such that each data control has only one binding. 

C. There are three types of bindings: method, attribute, and table. 

D. Expression Language is used to connect a Ul component to a binding. 

E. Bindings can be created only by dragging and dropping from the Data Controls window. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5
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Your Business Components service has a view object (EmployeesView) with an attribute called Surname. Surname has
the Tooltip Text control hint set to "This is the surname field". Where is the actual string for the tooltip defined? (Choose
the best answer) 

A. in the view object definition file, for example, EmployeesView xml 

B. in a string bundle file called ModelBundle properties 

C. in ViewObjectlmpl.java for the EmployeesView view object 

D. in the adf-config.xml file 

E. in a property set file with the default name PropertySet xml 

Correct Answer: A 
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